Wireless sensor and actor networks are fully automated. Actor nodes are inducted to communicate with sensor nodes directly and reduce the communication delay caused by base station or sink nodes. Sometimes, the actor node is directly accessible without the involvement of any control room. The actor node is responsible for taking a prompt action against the reported event by a sensor node. For secure communication, it is essential that sensor and actor nodes be aware of their existing location and the data must be encrypted before transmission. Due to energy constraints, secure localization in wireless sensor networks is a hot issue. To date, the researchers have proposed many approaches for localization of sensor nodes in the network. In this paper, we provide new insights for secure actor directed localization technique in wireless sensor and actor networks. A secure connectivity based localization (CBL) approach for sensor and actor nodes localization is presented. The proposed approach helps to locate a sensor node efficiently and effectively. We have also decreased the possibility of attacks and the registration of attacker nodes with other legitimate nodes in the network. The proposed technique prevents man-in-the-middle attacks and securely delivers data to the destination.
Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a collection of different sensor nodes which sense certain information from its surrounding and transfer it for further processing to one or more interested nodes called sinks. A number of WSN applications have emerged to observe an abnormal activity in the sensor's deployment area, such as military movement in a battlefield, sensing environmental changes, and health monitoring. In some applications, sending the state information only to a single node is not sufficient such as bomb blast and earth quake. Therefore, it is imperative to report to a group of nodes about the sensed events/data [1] . Due to resource limitations, sensor nodes usually adopt a multihop communication paradigm in which packets are passed to the destination through multiple intermediate nodes.
It is also sometimes necessary to respond to the sensed events/data by performing corresponding actions in that environment. For instance, in a fire handling system, the actors need to turn the water sprinklers on after receiving a report of fire. This leads to the emergence of wireless sensor actor networks (WSANs) [1, 2] , which are a substantial extension of sensor networks, involving coexistence of sensors and actors in the same network. Thus, wireless sensor and actor networks (WSANs) are realized to enable the application to sense, interact, and change the physical world, for example, to monitor and manipulate the temperature and lighting in a specific area or the speed and direction of a mobile robot. It is envisioned that WSANs will be one of the most critical technologies for building the network infrastructure of future cyberphysical systems [3] [4] [5] .
A WSAN is a networked system of geographically distributed sensor and actor nodes that are interconnected through wireless links. On receiving the required information, the actors make the decision about how to react to this information and perform corresponding actions to change the behavior of the physical environment. Sometimes there may be a base station which is responsible for monitoring and managing the overall network through communications with sensors and actors. Figure 1 shows a view of wireless sensor actor network without any centralized control from a base station, but in most of the cases, there is a base station. For example, in case of fire anywhere in the network, the actor needs to turn on the water sprinkler to control the fire.
A WSAN can also monitor and manipulate the temperature and lighting in a smart office. In case of mobile robots, the actor may be able to change the velocity and direction of a mobile robot when there is any danger in a certain area [6] . Sensor nodes are generally stationary, whereas actors are mobile, for example, mobile robots and aerial vehicles. Figure 2 shows a typical scenario of actor sensor communication for localization where normal sensors are shown with their distances from sensing sensors. Sensors gather information about the state of the physical world and transmit the collected data to actors through single hop or multihop communication. On receiving the required information, actors make the decision about how to react to the event and trigger corresponding actions [7, 8] .
Secure data delivery to actor nodes is very important for taking a prompt action at the right time and the right position. For data security, many encryption algorithms are proposed by researchers. These algorithms can be broadly divided into two types known as symmetric and asymmetric algorithms. In asymmetric cryptographic algorithms, two types of keys are used. Public key is used to encrypt data at the source node, while private key is used to decrypt data at the destination node. In symmetric cryptographic algorithms, there is a single key used for encryption and decryption. Both source and destination nodes should agree on that key in the start of communication. Therefore secure key distribution in symmetric algorithms is very important. Asymmetric algorithms are computationally very expensive as they need more energy and more computational power. Because these algorithms are based on high mathematical functions, they are not a suitable option for wireless sensor nodes which have lower computational power and energy. Keeping the keys secret and strong is very important in these algorithms; in case of using a weak key, the attacker can guess the used key after sniffing few data packets from the network. Once the used key is found, then the attacker can decrypt data, do any alteration, and also reencrypt it [7, 9] .
Localization is a process to determine the exact locality of sensor nodes as well as actor nodes in the network. Location information of every node is very important for detection of an event to transfer any information and to record events. In a static network, it is easy to localize sensor nodes; however, in mobile networks as well as in large scale networks, manual localization is not possible. Similarly, to provide the equipment of GPS on each sensor node is quite expensive in terms of cost and energy consumption [10, 11] .
The localization algorithms are divided into two categories:
(a) range based, (b) range free.
In range based algorithms, specialized hardware is used to estimate their distance from seeds. However, range free algorithms do not use any specialized hardware, radio signal strength, angle of signal arrival, or distance measurement. Range free algorithms require that each node knows the nodes inside its radio range, estimated locations, and the ideal range of each sensor node. However, due to insecure communication between sensor and actor nodes, any attacker node can take part in this communication and later on become the legitimate member of the network. To avoid such types of attacks in Khan et al. 's [10] work, we proposed a secure localization technique where sensor and actor nodes will first encrypt their data with an efficient predecided algorithm. This technique will prevent the attacker nodes registration as well as intervention in communication among sensor and actor nodes.
In this paper, we proposed a secure connectivity based approach to localize sensor and actor nodes in the network as well as to prevent the attacker nodes from joining the group and becoming a legitimate node of the network. The proposed localization approach works efficiently in both random and precise deployed sensor nodes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work with different localization approaches proposed to date in the research community. Section 3 explains our proposed approach in different scenarios (an emergency scenario with normal communication and attacker scenario where an attacker node tried to get registered). Section 4 presents our simulation results and discussion. Section 5 which is the last section of this paper has the conclusion and future work.
Related Work
In this section, we discuss the literature survey about localization. We explain different localization protocols proposed by researchers for localization in wireless sensor networks to date. There are two main categories of these protocols: range based, which works in a limited communication range, and the range free approach, which has no such restrictions. These categories are further discussed here.
Range Free Localization.
Range free localization schemes localize the sensor nodes in the network with the help of radio connection information shared with their neighbor nodes or with their ability to sense the environment which each sensor node can do easily. There are many range free approaches for localization; we can divide them into two subcategories on the basis of their characteristics:
(i) anchor based schemes, where some special nodes called anchor nodes are required in the network and have the ability to know their location (ii) anchor free schemes, where no special anchor nodes are required for localization.
The most important aspect of range free localization is its implementation on simple sensor node instead of high-cost sensor nodes equipped with specialized hardware. Similarly, it has the same drawbacks of range based localization like radio propagation that is area and time dependent, attenuation, interference and multipath propagation causes anchor based localization schemes more costly and expensive.
He et al. [12] in 2009 proposed a new approach to localize a lost node or newly registered node in the network, and it was later improved by Wang and Jin [13] . In this scheme, a new node that is entered or may not be in range initially receives information from its neighbor nodes and then each node is connected with another node to make a triangle; every node checks either it is in a triangle or not to calculate the center of gravity (COG) of the triangle, through which a node is able to estimate its position. APIT also performs better when node placement is random as well as with irregular radio patterns. Teng et al. [14] in 2009 developed mobile beacon assisted localization (MBL) for wireless sensor networks. In this approach, all nodes are unknown and they have no information about their surrounding nodes and their own locations. Initially, for each unknown node, a set of samples is chosen randomly from the whole deployment area. A set of uniformly distrusted samples are used to represent those sets having equal weights. When the weight of a set is equal to 1, it actually represents the importance of that corresponding sample, which estimates the location of the unknown node. The current position of a beacon which may be the initial position is also chosen randomly from the whole deployment area.
Rudafshani and Datta [15] proposed new algorithms for mobile as well as for static wireless sensor networks called MSL and MSL * . Both MSL and MSL * algorithms are able to handle heterogeneous networks in a radio transmission range. MSL * maintains a list of probable locations (samples) as the location information of each node in the network, and then weight is assigned to each sample that estimates its gravity. The weight of a sample is an approximation that represents the true location of a node. In MSL * , communication is the transfer of samples between nodes, and so each node uses the sample of its neighbors for the calculation of its own samples. While in MSL they assign a weight to each node for computation of its own samples, each node uses the weight of nodes in its surrounding. After the computation of weights, MSL is responsible for estimating a single location and a closeness value. Then each node broadcasts its estimated value and closeness to its neighbor nodes.
Ma et al. [16] for the first time proposed a secure localization technique for wireless sensor actor networks (WSANs). These networks are different from simple wireless networks due to nodes heterogeneity. This approach is based on DV-Hop (the most basic scheme which employs a classical distance exchange so that all nodes in the network get distance) and hidden actors, where actor nodes are responsible for locating a sensor node in the networks. The actor node continuously receives authentication messages and minimum hop numbers from sensor nodes, and then the nearest actors collectively compute the location of sensors through actoractor communication and maximum likelihood estimators MLE (the parameters that maximize the probability (likelihood) of the sample data). Xiao et al. [17] proposed a novel scheme for localization in irregular areas of wireless sensor networks called reliable anchor based localization (RAL). There are three important characteristics of this approach: (i) it uses an average hop length estimation algorithm, which provides tolerance against irregular radio propagation and distortion effects due to many obstacles in an irregular area, (ii) achieves high accuracy due to information received from reliable anchors, and (iii) it introduces virtual anchors. All the anchors are equipped with GPS and have the ability to know their positions. There are four basic steps in RAL: (i) propagation of anchor information in the network, (ii) calculation of average hop length and reliable anchors, (iii) determination of the area of sensors, and (iv) determination of an anchor for sensor.
DRFL uses a cluster based approach for localization of nodes in a wireless sensor network; it was proposed in 2007 by Qiu and Xu [18] . The clustering is a data mining technique which actually separates the studied objects on the basis of distance from each other into different groups. The clustering technique also helps in security by excluding the bad possible positions of nodes, which improves the localization accuracy. A new distributed localization scheme for wireless sensor networks was proposed by Kuang et al. [19] in 2008 known as VB-ERL. Using this scheme, all nodes in the network are static except for a few nodes which can move from one location to another location. These mobile nodes use virtual beacons to broadcast their location information in the network. Each sensor node receives that beacon and estimates its own location on the basis of received information using the proposed algorithm. Mobile nodes move in the network through Guass Markov mobility model and broadcast their location information in the network.
Shah and Khan [20] proposed a time based localization approach in wireless sensor actor networks. They introduced a new algorithm called timing based mobile sensor localization (TMSL) algorithm, where actor nodes are used for localization of sensors in the network which broadcast beacons after specified intervals, and after receiving that beacon, each sensor node is responsible for using its propagation time and speed of RF signal for the calculation of its distance from actor node. These beacons have certain information like propagation time and actor identity.
Range Based Localization.
Range based localization is hardware dependent. In range based approaches, each node has to estimate its point-to-point distance and angle from its neighbors. In such type of localization, the researchers mostly assume that, from signal strength, the distance between sender and receiver can be estimated or the time of flight of the data from sender to receiver can help in this regard. In contrast to range free approaches for localization which are independent of all these restrictions, here, the sensor nodes are required to be equipped with extra hardware and coordination. Energy consumption is also higher and thus overall cost of the network having a range based localization technique is higher as compared to a range free technique [21] . Han et al. [22] in 2005 proposed an efficient cooperative localization scheme for wireless sensor actor networks. The ECLS scheme is totally dependent on an event in the network because it is an event driven scheme.
The ECLS scheme works on actors' cooperation. In this scheme, the actor nodes use GPS or some other mechanisms to know their real-time location in the network, which is possible, as we have discussed in the introductory part of this paper, because these actor nodes are more powerful and have no energy constraints. After getting its position, the actor node floats its position in the network as a beacon; the mobile actor nodes actually serve as replacements for anchor nodes in the wireless sensor network. Here the lifetime of beacons is defined and every node which receives the beacon reduces it by one and forwards it to its neighbors. When its lifetime gets to 0, any node which receives this beacon will discard it. The nearest actor will receive the beacon and that will directly communicate with other actors to take part in the localization process.
Wang et al. [23] proposed a direction based localization scheme (DLS) for sensor networks. DLS uses multiple beacons to determine the direction of a sensor node. In this scheme, some anchor nodes are also deployed which work as reference nodes. For efficient and precise position measurement, DLS uses a virtual dual direction coordinate (VDDC) system. DLS estimates the direction of each sensor node on the basis of data dissemination and direction of its neighbor nodes in the network. The sink node that lies normally at the center of the network and works as a control center is responsible for originating the localization requests in the network. Therefore, DLS easily and correctly identifies the direction of all sensor nodes that are nearest to the sink node. The sink node initiates the DLS by sending a locating request (LREQ) to all neighbor nodes, and only anchors have the responsibility to send LREQ packets with their directions. However, no sensor node has to do this. When a sensor node receives an LREQ packet from an anchor in the surrounding area, it estimates its direction according to the direction information in the LREQ packet and propagates its direction information to the surrounding sensors.
Li et al. [24] in 2008 worked on localization of sensitive service discovery in wireless sensor networks. In iMesh, an information mesh is constructed by a service provider that is actually used as a localized planner structure. For this purpose, a blocking rule is used that is further enhanced with a newly proposed expansion rule. iMesh-A is the basic version of iMesh which only uses the information blocking rule, whereas the complete protocol consisting of the blocking rule and the expansion rule is called iMesh-B. In iMesh-B, the localization information is published by the service provider about all directions in the mesh like east, west, north, and south. The node may receive information from multiple nodes, but it only forwards the information from the closest nodes.
In 2008, Won and Song [25] proposed a new technique for localization, that is, anchor free localization. For this purpose, the authors used a map to map stitching approach. In this approach, the whole network is divided into small subregions that overlap each other and each creates a local map that is further refined through an optional refinement phase which improves the quality of these maps. These local maps are stitched together to form a global map; however, the map stitching order strongly influences the localization performance. Shang et al. [26] used connectivity information for localization of sensor nodes in 2004. Every sensor node is able to know its neighbor nodes which are in its communication range. This approach is based on multidimensional scaling (MDS). MDS is a data analysis approach that transforms proximity information into geometric embedding and takes advantage of distance information between nodes that have yet to be localized. MDS is very suitable for communication networks where localization of nodes is done through distance information among different nodes using their coordinates in two-dimensional and three-dimensional areas. There are two major parts of this approach: (i) MDS-MAP(C) that constructs a global map for localization in the network and (ii) MDS-MAP(P) that constructs many small maps throughout the network and then combines them International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 5 together into a global map. There are three basic steps which started with local distance measurement: (i) measure the shortest path distance of each node with other nodes, (ii) derive nodes' coordinates using MDS, and (iii) normalize the resulting coordinates to take into account any nodes whose positions are known [27, 28] .
Lazos et al. [29] address the problem of enabling sensors of WSN to determine their location in an untrusted environment. As localization schemes based on distance estimation are expensive for the resource constrained sensors, they proposed a range independent localization algorithm known as SeRLoc. It was a distributed algorithm and did not require any communication among sensors. Lazos and Poovendran [30] proposed secure and robust localization. They identified the problem of verifying the location claim of a node, known as location verification, in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Their robust positioning system, called ROPE, enables sensors to determine their location without any centralized computation. It also provides a location verification mechanism that verifies the location claims of the sensors before data collection. Li et al. [31] identified some unconventional security threats, which rather adversely affect the ability of localization schemes to provide trustworthy location information. They identified a list of attacks that were unique to localization algorithms. Since these attacks were diverse in nature and there were some unforeseen attacks, therefore, they could bypass traditional security countermeasures. They developed robust statistical methods to make localization attack tolerant. Their solution worked on two broad classes of localization, that is, triangulation and RF based fingerprinting methods. Liu et al. [32] proposed two methods to tolerate malicious attacks against beacon based location discovery in sensor networks. One method filters out malicious beacon signals on the basis of the "consistency" among multiple beacon signals, while the second method supposedly tolerates malicious beacon signals by adopting an iteratively refined voting scheme. Both methods were authentication independent and provided that the benign beacon signals constitute the majority of the "consistent" beacon signals. Jadliwala et al. [33] proposed secure distance based localization in the presence of cheating beacon nodes in mobile wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. They identified the problem of wrong location estimation and proposed a threshold value above which error free estimation would not be possible. On the bases of these values, they proposed secure localization algorithms. Attacks on the localized mobility are identified in RFC4832 [34] . It identified the impersonation and man-in-the-middle attacks. Wang et al. [35] developed a new landmark selection algorithm with incremental Delaunay refinement method that does not assume any knowledge of the network boundary and runs in a distributed manner to select landmarks incrementally until the global rigidity property is met [36, 37] .
Emergency Scenarios
In this section, we discuss our proposed scheme for localization in rescue operations after huge destruction where we deploy sensor network. The sensor nodes are uniformly deployed; we assume medium nodes density in the network, where actor nodes play the role of anchors. The proposed scheme works on coordination among actors in the network. We assume two actors (anchors) in the network having greater signal strength, power, and energy as compared to sensor nodes. There are two anchor nodes in the network used for localization of sensor nodes. Figures 5 and 6 shows the localization scenarios of two and three nodes, respectively. In the first case, the two anchor nodes will flood their location information in the network. The sensor nodes closest to the anchor nodes will receive information from both anchors. The sensor node D will calculate its position on the basis of received information. Sensor nodes at far position will receive that packet through sensor node D, which will increment the packet hop count by 1. Any sensor that will receive the anchor information packet will increment the hop count and every node is able to know its position, neighbor nodes, and its distance from anchor node. If a sensor node receives an information packet from two different anchors it will join the closest anchor node. If the distance for both anchors is the same and no alternative route is available without that sensor node to access other nodes of the network as in Figure 3 , then the sensor node will work as a router and forward the node for both anchors. Figure 3 explains our simulation scenario where many nodes are deployed and they donot know their location. Therefore the initiative step will be taken by the two anchor nodes to broadcast their information and provide a starting point for sensor nodes to compute their position with respect to the anchor [9, 10] . Figure 4 shows the process when node D received information packet from both anchors 1 and 2; as discussed earlier, there is no option without node D to access sensor nodes A, B, and C. Therefore sensor node D will be responsible for forwarding anchor information to other nodes. The process will continue till all of the sensor nodes join the network and know their position as well as the position of anchors. However the drawback of this approach was that many unwanted and attacker nodes could be able to join the network.
Example Scenario.

Attacker
Scenario. Now we discuss an attacker scenario where the attacker node will send a join request to an anchor node. The anchor node will consider it as a legitimate node and will allow him it communicate and use the network resources because there is no mechanism to authenticate a node or to check the authorization whether the node is trustworthy to join or not. Figure 7 explains a scenario where node D is an attacker node. Due to the absence of any security mechanism in the network, node D gets registered with the anchor nodes and the other nodes in the network also consider node D as a legitimate node and join it as a forwarding/routing node to access anchor nodes.
To prevent the registration of these attackers, we use a symmetric key approach for authorization and authentication of our trusted sensor nodes. Before deployment of anchor and sensor nodes, we should provide them with a predefined key for authentic communication as well as to maintain data integrity and confidentiality. It provides end to end communication security among sensors and anchor nodes. Although this technique is in unable to handle man-inthe-middle attack, therefore, we still need a mechanism for prevention of man-in-the-middle attack. Such type of attacks can misguide our network system; the attacker can inject faulty routes in the routing table and replace the data packets and so forth. Therefore this technique is not suitable for sensitive regions like atomic reactors and battlefields where man-inthe-middle attack can cause a big destruction. To achieve high level of security, we introduce traditional security mechanism, in which RC-6 algorithm is used for data encryption. As it consumes high energy as compared to symmetric key, however, it also provides high level security. There are many scenarios where we could not compromise security as discussed earlier.
Results and Discussion
In this section we discuss probabilities of the location of different nodes using our simulation scenario from Figure 3 . These are found by generating random node locations and finding the frequency with which nodes are located in certain positions when they satisfy the topology constraints. Figure 8 shows the number of times node D was located in certain positions. If normalized, this could also be viewed as a probability distribution. The probability of node D location increases in an upward direction, depending on the other nodes position as well as anchor nodes. Node D is directly connected with both anchor nodes as well as with nodes B and C.
The probabilities of nodes B and C are shown in Figure 9 . We assume that nodes B and C are far away from each other that they are not directly connected. Therefore it is also clear from their probabilities diagram that there is some space between these nodes. Figure 10 shows the probabilities of node A location in our particular scenario. Node A is directly connected with both nodes B and C; therefore, the graph is denser in the middle as compared to its edges. Figure 10 shows the position of node A that lies in the middle of both anchors 1 and 2. After localization of node D, it helps to localize nodes B and C. Figure 11 gives another way to view the position of node B on the left side of the diagram and node C on the right side. There is a certain gap between B and C which clarifies that these nodes cannot be so close to each other. The results shown above make it clear that actor nodes are very important and the localization procedure starts from actor and then onward responsibilities are shared with other nodes. From our simulation results, it is clear that beacon broadcasting by actors provides a base to sensor nodes for the computation of their position. This approach shifted the computational overhead on the actor node having high resources, and therefore this approach reduces energy consumption as well as increases networks lifetime.
The graph in Figure 13 explains memory requirements for secure approach and nonsecure approach. From the graph it is clear that as we increase the level of security, it also increases the memory requirements at sensor nodes. RC-6 provides a high level of security as compared to the other two approaches and that is why it has high memory requirements whereas the other two approaches need lower memory than RC-6. Figure 14 presents a relationship between compromised sensor nodes and network node density. As long as node density in the network increases, number of compromised sensor nodes also increases. However we can control the number of compromised sensor nodes with the help of a strong security mechanism. RC-6 based security mechanism minimizes the number of compromised sensor nodes in the network, while the other two mechanisms are unable to control compromised sensor nodes and gradually increase with the increase in node density.
The relationship between number of successful attacks and time is shown in Figure 15 . As time passes, the attackers are successful in intruding into the network and getting registered with anchor and sensor nodes. However using a good security mechanism can reduce the number of attacks. In Figure 15 the number of successful attacks is very high in nonsecure approach, while induction of security mechanism reduces these attacks. In case of symmetric key, number of attacks is lower and minimized much more using RC-6 based security. Figure 16 presents the impact of security mechanism on network lifetime. It is obviously clear that security algorithms increase computational time of sensor nodes and utilize more energy than a normal procedure. Therefore security strength is directly proportional to the network lifetime. High level of security will decrease the network life time because it involves more energy utilization. The graph given here also explains the same relationship; RC-6 provides high level security and it reflects back on the network life. Whereas symmetric and other mechanisms have lower energy consumption, the network life is greater than in RC-6 based networks. Figure 17 shows a relationship between number of unknown nodes and percentage error. In case of older approaches, ADO and MSL, the percentage error rate is higher than in our proposed approach (CBL). The main reason is that anchor node is able to track a sensor node due to its high transmission and receiving power than the other two approaches. An anchor node can handle the movement of nodes as well as any hurdle in the transmission.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we proposed a secure mechanism for localization of sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks. Using an encryption algorithm for secure data delivery and registration of sensors with anchor node, we effectively minimize and block the external attacks. After simulation results, we conclude that efficient localization in sensor networks can be greatly enhanced by the understanding of both connectivity of sensor nodes and to which nodes they are not connected. The mechanism shows a particular area in which a node can be localized, and we can easily find it there. Once the anchor node locates its own position, the sensor nodes are able to localize each other. This approach is initiated by the anchor node having higher resources than sensor node; therefore, it will reduce energy consumption as well as increase networks lifetime. However the future work is to stop the internal attacks and reduce the number of compromised sensor nodes in the network.
